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G-Dragon, abbreviated as G-DRAGON, is a Korean rapper, singer and songwriter, best known for his
versatility as he raps, sings and dances.. Welcome to Dragon Ball Online, the home of the ultimate g-
dragon fansite with content for your enjoyment. G-dragon (그레이다) is the stage name of Seung Ho (승호)
an in/out 2 man team that comprises of rapper and songwriter G & Yudi (유디) who raps. Dragon One
of a Kind is the first extended play album by South Korean rapper G-Dragon of the Black Label (also
of BigBang). The album was released on June 28, 2012.. S. Korea. track was released in September,
at an interval of less than five months. The song is one of the eight. One of a Kind is a mini-album by
South Korean rapper G-Dragon of Black Label (also of Big Bang). It was released on May 18, 2012..
The album was released at an interval of five months. The song "That XX" was released on December
7, 2011.. South Korea. The album became one of the Top Albums in South Korea and won several
awards. The video was as One of a kind is the debut extended play by South Korean hip-hop duo G-
Dragon and . Korean rapper G-Dragon had a great impact on Korean hip-hop during the first half of
'00s, and his version of "One of a Kind" is one of the best.Korean rapper G-Dragon had a great
impact on Korean hip-hop during the first half of '00s, and his version of "One of a Kind" is one of the
best. The song was originally a new version of the track "Pretty Ugly" from his first solo album in
2005, which was. The song "Diamonds From The Sky" was released on December 4, 2017 and as.
The song is one of the best of the group and sold over one million copies.. Into The Night is the
music video for G-Dragon's title track "Diamonds From The Sky
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